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JOURNAL #36 – 2/21/19
Part 1 - Exploring “significance”

Identify the FIVE most significant 
events of each of the following:

1) Your personal life
2) Your community
3) U.S. history
4) The 20th & early 21st 

century
5) Human history 

JOURNAL #36 – 2/22/19
Part 2 - Exploring “significance”

Identify ONE aspiration/hope 
for each of the following:

1) Your personal life
2) Your community
3) The United States 
4) People in this century
5) Humankind

JOURNAL #36 CR Prompt 
*** 2/25/2019 ***

What criteria for 
“significance” did you 
use to fill in your list of 
significant events?  Why 
is this question 
important in determining 
what makes it into 
history?

JOURNAL #37 – 2/25/19
Scope & Applications

Which of the following is the most 
persuasive description of history? 

(1) an account of great individuals,
(2) an account of great historical 

forces,
(3) an account of a decline from the 

greatness of the past, 
(4) an account of progress towards 

the future, or 
(5) a cycle of recurring events 
What other descriptions might be 

appropriate?
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JOURNAL #38 - 2/27/19
Scope & Applications

Can one talk meaningfully 
of a historical fact? How 
far can we speak with 
certainty about anything in 
the past?  If truth is 
difficult to prove in 
history, does it follow that 
all versions are equally 
acceptable?

JOURNAL #39 - 3/5/19
Concepts & Language

Are value judgments a fault in 
the writing of history? Should 
value-laden terms, such as 
�atrocity�, �regime�, �hero� or 
�freedom�, always be avoided, 
or does exclusion of value 
judgments deprive history of 
meaning?
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JOURNAL #39 CR Prompt 
*** 3/7/19 ***

What distinguishes a good 
historical account from a 
bad one? How does the use 
of language (including in
oral & literary traditions) 
serve to define and 
represent a certain 
perspective?

JOURNAL #40 - 3/11/19
Methodology

What is the role of the 
historian?  Does the 
historian record history, 
or create it?  Can the 
historian be free of bias in 
the selection and 
interpretation of material? 

For Consideration
“THINK LIKE A HISTORIAN”

Which is the more important 
attribute of the historian, the 
ability to analyze evidence 
scientifically (and so secure 
the foundations of an 
argument), or the ability to 
expand it with creative 
imagination (and create a 
living account)?
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JOURNAL #40 CR Prompt
*** 3/13/2019 ***

How would you describe 
a ”historical method”?  
How is history 
compiled, chronicled, 
and evaluated?

JOURNAL #41 - 3/15/19
Historical development & Links to 

Personal Knowledge

Consider George Orwell’s 
comment that �Who 
controls the past controls 
the future. Who controls 
the present controls the 
past.� To what extent do 
you agree with this claim 
and its implications?

JOURNAL #41 CR Prompt
Historical development & Links to 

Personal Knowledge

What is the relationship 
between memory and 
identity?  How do both 
influence our decision-
making and predictions?
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KNOWLEDGE FRAMEWORK KNOWLEDGE FRAMEWORK

KNOWLEDGE FRAMEWORK
KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONS


